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EXCLUSIVE: Today?s cover of the National Enquirer, with the sensational story claiming  Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has been having an affair with married former TV news anchor Lauren Sanchez.  The report claims Bezos, 54,  has been having an eight-month affair with Sanchez, 49, behind his wife MacKenzie's back.  The National Enquirer claims Bezos met Sanchez for illicit trysts as often as six times in two weeks, took her on exotic holidays on his $65 million private jet and sent her erotic selfies 'too explicit to print.?.  10 Jan 2019  Pictured: Jeff Bezos and Lauren Sanchez.  Photo credit: AMI/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Jeff Bezos' Washington, D.C. home is undergoing major construction. The home is the old textile museum which the Amazon founder purchased a year ago for a reported, $23M. The home sits in D.C.'s Kalorama section, home to the likes of Barack Obama and Ivanka Trump. Because this is an historical building, any renovations would have to have been reviewed by the neighborhood historical commission.  24 Oct 2017  Pictured: General view.  Photo credit: Todd DC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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